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Research Evidence

- **first research evidence:** Tablet for Schools report (UK, 2013), Curtin University (Australia, 2013), Kennedy Krieger institute (US, 2013) – autistic children, Lancaster University – visually impaired (UK, ongoing)

- first promising results
- still lack of definitive research
- issue: small size of existing research
Tablets in schools

• **advantages**: simple interface, portability, speed, affordability, built-in camera, internet connection, variety of apps

• easy access to learning opportunities, information, organisational systems, communication, emotional support

➢ tool to enhance teaching and learning
Tablets as assistive technology

• **advantage:** mobile, include variety of activities, tablet used by all students

• offer variety of accessibility features (VoiceOver, Zoom, Large Font, Black on White Display, Mono Audio, Voice Control)

• tablets replace assistive technology in some cases

• tablets & apps less expensive/easier to replace
Unique features

1) touchscreen offers immediate feedback, sensor input and experiences (element of tactile learning)
2) possibility for highly individualized use, via apps
3) support move to cloud-based and web-based software (easy to switch between devices)
Benefits

1) motivation

2) personalisation
   - easier to individualize instruction, track progress and to erase, change customize content
   - alternative ways of accessing/ presenting knowledge

3) Inclusivity
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